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Pillory

Analog. This snapshot from a  35 m’n camera.  A bit of a pale picture.  Years back in time.  

Outdated technology, but a nostalgic photo.  Nowadays using the iPhone, so always have a camera 

at hand.

A journey into oblivion, made last night.  In my dream back to the days in a gray past.  Forests, 

lakes, waterfalls and ancient pilgrimage routes.  Peneda-Gerês National Park, as pristine as it gets.

Instantly assess crisp digital photos and the result can be evaluated immediately.  Having archaic 

film rolls developed, long overdue.  There you go, all development plants going under.  Well, that's 

just about progress.

An area overwhelmingly green, almost unbelievable that this is Europe.  Walking was a strenuous 

relaxation back then, in the prime of my life.  On to Braga past Ponte de Lima, via Arcos Valdevez to 

Soajo.

History

A restored authentic house awaited us.  Follow the description: you can pick up the key at the cafe.  

That was all.  No name, address or further indication.  Found village, not the cafe in question.  Then 1



A restored authentic house awaited us.  Follow the description: you can pick up the key at the cafe.  

That was all.  No name, address or further indication.  Found village, not the cafe in question.  Then 

just inquire at the supermercado.  Hands and feet work, no clue of Portuguese gibberish.  The 

message gets across, thankfully.

Chasing him back to the Middle Ages.  A maze of dilapidated houses built from granite blocks.  

Through narrow, bumpy streets.  Not made for cars, impossible to pass each other.  A small car can 

only just pass.  Phew, as long as there is no oncoming vehicle.

Along the square with a unique pillory.  The Pelourinho do Soajo, a National Monument since 1910.  

He has a funny human appearance.  A friendly looking face, adorned with a triangular hat.

Intruder

Deep asleep in the beautifully restored Casa do Souto.  Woke up the first morning, a key in the 

lock.  The infiltrator lets himself in and quietly leaves.  Like a thief in the night.

Leaving the counter full of fresh rolls, spreads, coffee, tea and fresh milk.  More than enough for 

breakfast and lunch.  The following days the same ritual takes place.  Greeted by a sparse morning 

sun.

Enjoying breakfast on the stone staircase overlooking a valley.  Cluttered houses in the street across.  

Just to be seen, shining through the green.  Where the landlord turns out to be exploiting his food 

trade.  Aha, the breakfast service and the mysterious morning ritual clarified.

Curious

Located high on the border of the built-up area, a large granite outcrop.  The common eira is 

located on it.  An impressive collection of grain sheds has been erected near that old threshing 

floor.

Made of stone, dating from the 18th and 19th centuries.  The warehouse for the grain of the 

farming community.  The crosses on the roofs were to demand sacred protection.  Of their precious 

contents, the daily bread of the villagers.

We report to the grocer to say goodbye.  To hand in the keys and pay for breakfast.  We have a firm 

refusal to receive even one escudo for it.  Overwhelming hospitality, where can you find it.  That 

friendly intruder, I'm sure never been sentenced to the pillory.
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friendly intruder, I'm sure never been sentenced to the pillory.
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